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Recent studies using retroviral
labeling
of subventricular
zone (SW) progenitors
in wivo in neonatal
rats have directly demonstrated
the generation
of both astrocytes
and
oligodendrocytes
from these progenitors.
In the present
study, we used a recombinant
retroviral
vector encoding
P-galactosidase,
and analyzed
brains within the first week
after retroviral
injection
to trace the early routes that SVZ
cells take as they migrate into white matter and cortex and
characterized
the early
morphological
and antigenic
changes
that accompanied
their differentiation.
SVZ cells
follow specifically
definable
migratory
routes as they colonize the cortex and subcortical
white matter. Glial progenitors do not populate the cortex in a systematic,
laminar
fashion, as do neuroblasts.
The abundance
of labeled progenitors
in radial arrangements
and the close apposition
of many immature cells to vimentin+
radial glial processes,
suggest that glial progenitors
migrate along radial glia. Labeled SVZ cells, which displayed
a simple, unipolar
or bipolar morphology,
lacked detectable
vimentin
and nestin
intermediate
filaments.
Similarly,
p-galactosidase-positive
cells in white matter lacked these filaments.
In contrast,
labeled, multipolar
cells in the cortex, and a few of the immature-appearing
cortical cells expressed
nestin and vimentin. At these early time points, GFAP was not detected
in P-galactosidase-labeled
cells. Multipolar
cells in cortex
frequently
displayed
processes
extending
toward and contacting blood vessels. These observations
suggest that the
expression
of nestin and vimentin
occurs after progenitors
emigrate
from the SVZ and that filament
expression
and
contact with blood vessels represent
an early stage of astrocyte differentiation.
[Key words: subventricular
zone, astrocytes,
oligodendrocytes, glia, migration,
nestin]
The progenitors for neurons and glia that comprise the CNS are
located in two germinal zones: the ventricular zone (VZ), lining
the cerebral ventricles, and the adjacent subventricular
zone
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(SVZ). Neurogenesis
takes place during
embryonic
life
with
a
systematic laminar colonization
of the developing cerebral cortex by postmitotic
neuroblasts (Angevine
and Sidman. 1961;
Berry and Rogers, 1965; Hicks and D’ Amato, 1968). Radial
glial processes serve as guides for the migrating, immature neurons (Rakic, 1972; Hatten, 1990). In contrast to neurogenesis,
the pattern of colonization
of the cerebral hemispheres by glial
progenitors
is not well understood.
Gliogenesis
takes place
largely during early postnatal life and coincides with a dramatic
expansion of the SVZ. jH-Thymidine
incorporation
studies after
short survival times have identified the SVZ as a highly proliferative zone during perinatal life (Altman, 1966; Paterson et al.,
1973; Imamoto et al., 1978). After long survival times, the appearance of label in mature glia has supported the idea that the
SVZ contains glial precursors. However, the mitotic dilution of
label and the incorporation
of label by glia residing outside of
the SVZ makes the interpretation
of results difficult. These complications, together with the fact that the SVZ is a large area
makes the tracing of migratory routes by this approach complicated.
Studies with antibodies against glial antigens at different developmental stages were used to infer the origin of white matter
oligodendrocytes
to progenitors in the SVZ (Curtis et al., 1988;
Levine and Goldman,
1988a,b; Reynolds and Wilkin, 1988;
Hardy and Reynolds, 1991). An SVZ origin of astrocytes could
not be concluded, since no cells coexpressed both immature glial
markers and the astrocyte marker, GFAI? Morphological
studies
using such various techniques and reagents as astroglia specific
antibodies, Golgi impregnations,
thymidine uptake, and Dil labeling have indicated the conversion of radial glia into astrocytes
in late gestation and during postnatal life (Schmechel and Rakic,
1979; Misson et al., 1988; Voigt, 1989; Edwards et al., 1990)
and have implied the generation of astrocytes from SVZ cells
(Gressens et al., 1992).
Recent studies using retroviral labeling of SVZ progenitors in
vivo in neonatal rats have directly demonstrated the generation
of both astrocytes and oligodendrocytes
from SVZ cells (Levison and Goldman,
1993; Levison et al., 1993; Luskin and
McDermott,
1994). In previous work conducted in our laboratory, animals were analyzed after 4 weeks. By that time, the
labeled progenitors had reached their final destinations and most
of them had matured. In the present study, we utilized the same
in vivo retroviral labeling technique, but analyzed brains within
the first week after retroviral injection. This was done to attempt
to trace the early routes that SVZ cells take as they migrate into
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white matter
and cortex and to characterize early morphological
and antigenic changes during glial differentiation.
We find that
labeled SVZ cells follow routes that are specifically definable in
antero-posterior
and medio-lateral
directions. Furthermore,
glial
progenitors do not populate the cortex in a systematic, laminar
fashion, as do postmitotic
neuroblasts.
However, the major
routes of migration appear to be shared with neurons, and, like
neurons, immature glia also use radial glial processes to ascend
into the cortex. Additionally,
our observations suggest that the
expression of the intermediate filament proteins, nestin and vimentin, occurs after progenitors emigrate from the SVZ and represents an early stage of astrocyte differentiation.

Materials and Methods
Retmvinrs
stocks. stereotuctic
surgery,
and retrovirus
injections.
Concentrated
BAG stock. with titer 3.4 X lo4 cfulml (assaved with NlH3T3
cells, without
polybrene)
were produced
as previously
described
(Levison and Goldman,
1993). Sprague-Dawley
rat pups (O-l d postnatal;
the day of birth being PO) were anesthetized
by immersion
in ice water
for 7 min. positioned
in a stereotactic
apparatus
modified
for neonatal
rats (Heller et al., 1979) and kept cold with ice packs. After deflecting
the scalp, 1 microliter
of retroviral
stock was injected
unilaterally
or
bilaterally
into the forebrain
SVZ with a IO pl Hamilton
syringe using
stereotactic
coordinates
of 0.7 mm anterior and I .9 mm lateral to bregma at a depth of 1.9 mm. All injections
were performed
at these coordinates,
which places virus within the forebrain
SVZ at the level of
the septal nuclei. Scalp incisions
were closed with Vetbond
tissue adhesive and the pups revived
by warming
and returned
to the mother.
Tissue,fixution
and histology.
Animals
were anesthetized
with a mixture of xylazine
(55 mglkg)
and ketamine
(10 mglkg)
and sacrificed
by
intracardiac
perfusion
via an intracardiac
route with RPM1 culture medium containing
6 U/ml heparin followed
by 3% paraformaldehyde
in
0.1 M phosphate
buffer, pH 7.35. The brains were removed,
fixed overnight, and transferred
to PBS. A block of tissue rostra1 to the optic
chiasm was sectioned
at 300 or 50 pm intervals
on a vibratome
(Technical Products International,
series 1000). For X-gal histochemistry
sections were rinsed in PBS containing
2 mM MgClz
and incubated
overnight at 28°C in a solution
containing
1 mg/ml S-bromo-4-chloro-3indolyl-beta-o-galactopyranoside
(X-gal;
Molecular
Probes,
Eugene,
OR), 30 mM potassium
ferrocyanide,
30 mM potassium
ferricyanide,
and 2 mM MgClz in PBS. The sections were rinsed two times with PBS,
once with PBS containing
3% DMSO,
followed
by two rinses with PBS
prior to being mounted
on glass slides with Aquamount
(Lerner
Laboratories).
Unless specified
reagent
grade chemicals
were purchased
from Sigma Chemical
Corporation,
St. Louis, MO.
/m~~tt~t~~~/~i.stoc./~emist~.
Animals
were sacrificed
by intracardiac
perfusion using a fixative
containing
3% paraformaldehyde
and 0.5% glutaraldehyde
in 0.1 M PIPES, 2 mM MgCl?, pH 7.3. A mouse monoclonal
anti-B-galactosidase
(mouse
IgG2A,
used at 1:20 dilution;
Promega,
Madison,
WI) antibody
was used in conjunction
with antibodies
against
vimentin
(mouse
monoclonal
IgGl,
clone V9, used at I:20 dilution;
Boehringer-Mannheim,
Indianapolis,
IN), nestin (Rat 401, mouse monoclonal IgGl kindly
provided
from Susan Hockfield
or from Developmental Studies Hybridoma
Bank, Iowa City, IA; tissue culture supernate
used undiluted),
glial fibrillary
acidic protein (mouse monoclonal
IgGl,
used at I:50 dilution;
Boehringer
Mannheim,
Indianapolis,
IN), EDI
(mouse monoclonal
IgG I, ascitic fluid used at I :300 dilution;
HarlanBioproducts,
Indianapolis,
IN) or a biotinylated
griffonia
simplicifolia
isolectin B4 (Sigma).
Fluorescein
and rhodamine
conjugated
secondary
antibodies
were obtained from Southern
Biotechnology
Associates
(Birmingham,
AL). Fluorochrome-conjugated
avidin
was obtained
from
Vector Laboratories
(Burlingame,
CA). Staining
was performed
on 50
pm vibratome
sections permeabilized
in 0.2% Triton X-100 in PBS for
30 min and blocked
for I hr in IO%BSA,
10% normal
goat serum in
PBS. Overnight
incubations
with primary
and secondary
antibodies
was
carried out at 4°C using PBS containing
10% lamb serum, 10% fetal
bovine
serum. Stained sections were viewed
with an Olympus
BH-2
microscope
equipped
with epifluorescence
optics. In some cases, X-gal
stained sections were further
processed
for immunocytochemistry
for
vimentin
using an ABC peroxidase
method, visualizing
reaction product
with diaminobenzidine.

Results
Early migration of
neocortex
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the SVZ into white mutter and

As in previous experiments, a stereotactic injection of the retroviruses into the forebrain SVZ selectively labeled cells in that
area (see Levison and Goldman, 1993). Since the infected cells
were located in a discrete region of the germinal zone, migration
from the SVZ could be inferred upon finding labeled cells in
brain regions distant from the injection site. In this study we
used a concentrated viral stock in order to label a large number
of SVZ cells, reasoning that it would be easier to examine migrational paths and antigen expression of a large population. To
study the early stages of SVZ cell migration, we examined coronal sections of the injected brains at 24 hr and 2.5, 3.5, and 7
d postinjection (dpi). With increasing times after injection, more
cells appeared outside of the SVZ and more had migrated longer
distances.
Brains examined 24 hr postinjection
showed the great majority of X-gal positive cells concentrated in the SVZ, and only a
few in adjacent parenchyma (Fig. I). Occasional ceils were observed in the cortex just dorsal to the SVZ and in white matter
just dorsal or lateral to the SVZ (Fig. IA,@.
By 2.5 dpi, although most of the labeled cells still remained
in the SVZ, a larger proportion of the labeled cells were found
in the overlying white matter, cortex dorsal to the SVZ, and
lateral white matter (Fig. 2). A few cells had even reached the
dorsal pial surface by this time, a distance of about 2 mm from
the SVZ (not shown). In addition, cells were observed in lateral
cortex. We presume for two reasons that these cells first migrated
along lateral white matter and then turned to colonize the cortex.
First, we saw very few cells in the dorso-lateral
cortex at this
stage, but would have expected to have seen many if cells had
first migrated dorsally and then turned to migrate transversely
through the cortex. Second, cells had migrated several mm along
white matter by 2.5 dpi. Many of the cortical cells appeared to
be arranged in radially oriented groupings.
By 3.5 dpi, a more widespread
distribution
was seen, with
cells now appearing in the dorso-lateral
neocortex and lateral
white matter and a few in the corpus callosum between the hemispheres (Fig. 3). Labeled cells were distributed throughout all
cortical layers. In some areas, groups of cells were arranged
radially, with respect to the pial surface (Fig. 3). Cells were
present in the lateral white matter and a small number of cells
had migrated into the striatum adjacent to SVZ. By 7 dpi, labeled cells were distributed thoughout cortex and white matter
(Fig. 4). Some cells still remained in the SVZ at this time.
Multiple sections through individual brains revealed that dorsal migration, from the SVZ into the overlying cortex, occurred
in the more anterior sections, while migration into lateral cortex
took place in both anterior and more posterior sections. The most
posterior sections that contained labeled cells showed migration
largely into white matter, with only a few cortical cells (Figs. 2,
4).
It is unlikely that the labeled cells that appeared in the cortex
were labeled during the injection process from virus that was
deposited along the needle track. First, labeled cortical cells
were found in distant sections anterior and lateral to the location
of the injection site. Second, if cells were labeled during injection, we would expect to see the largest concentration
of these
cells along the injection track, and this was never the case. Third,
we have not seen cells at the pial surface or in the upper cortical
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Figure I. Location of retrovirus labeled progenitors 24h post infection.
SVZ cells were labeled
with the BAG
virus at PO and brains were processed
for X-gal histochemistry 24 hr later.
The distribution of labeled
cells in consecutive
300 pm coronal sections of
one brain (of a total of four) is depicted
here in camera
lucida drawings. Each
dot represent one labeled cell. The
most anterior section is at the top. The
second section from the top contains
the site of injection. A, Morphology of
four cortical cells is indicated. B, Morphology of three cells in white and gray
matter; the border between cortex and
white matter is indicated by a dotted
line. C, Morphology of representative
SVZ cells.
layers 24 hr postinjection.
Fourth, when the SVZ target was
missed during the injection, we did not find X-gal positive cells
in any location in the brain. In fact, deliberately injecting retrovirus into cortex did not result in labeling (Levison and Goldman, 1993).

Morphologies of early migrating cells
We examined the morphologies
of those X-gal labeled cells that
resided in the SVZ and those that appeared in the cortex and
white matter within the first few days after injection. Most of
the labeled SVZ cells appeared unipolar, some additionally
displaying short side branches (Figs. lC, 4B). Nuclei were round
or oval or sometimes irregular and indented. Occasional apolar
cells and mitotic cells were seen. At all times, within the 7 d
period of analysis, we continued to observe labeled cells in the
SVZ, indicating that the retroviral-labeled
cells did not emigrate
synchronously. The morphology of these SVZ cells appeared the
same at all times. Thus, labeled cells that remained in the SVZ

at 7 dpi displayed the same morphologies
as those in the SVZ
at earlier times.
In contrast, the population
of labeled cells that had moved
into the cortex and white matter appeared more heterogeneous,
with increasing numbers of morphologically
more complex cells
at longer times postinjection
(compare Figs. 1, 3, 4). Thus, after
24 hr, the cells that have emigrated from the SVZ into the dorsal
cortex and lateral white matter still retain an immature morphology similar to that exhibited by labeled cells residing in the
SVZ (Fig. 1). At 2.5 and 3.5 dpi, although many cells in cortex
and white matter looked like the unipolar SVZ cells, often with
the single process oriented toward the pial surface or along the
white matter parallel to axonal pathways, others appeared more
complex (Fig. 3). Some were bipolar, their processes also oriented radially in the cortex or along axonal tracks in white matter. Some cells, even at these early times, showed morphological
features consistent with early astrocytic differentiation.
We
found cells in cortex with several processes emanating from the
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Figure 2. Location of labeled cells 2.5 d postinfection. SVZ cells were
labeled with BAG at PO and brains processed at 2.5 d later. Camera
lucida drawings of 300 brn consecutive sections are shown from one
brain (of a total of six). Each dot represents a single, labeled cell. The
most anterior sections is at the top.
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cell body; each process in turn displayed several small branches
(Fig. 3B,D). A few cells showedprocessesin close proximity to
blood vesselswith small expansionsalong vessels,suggesting
an astrocyte-like endfoot contact (Fig. 3A). At theseearly times
after injection it is difficult to determine quantitatively the relative proportions of the various morphologicalforms in the cortex, since this proportion appearedto vary from animal to animal. Nevertheless,a general pattern was clear, in which a progressionto more and more complex forms took place over the
first week after injection.
Evidence for mitotic division of labeled cells in the cortex
was seen.A numberof cells showedclosely apposednuclei and
rounded-up forms (Fig. 3B.D). We also observed sets of two
similar cells with nuclei in contact, suggestingthat theserepresentedrecently separatedsiblings. X-Gal labeledmitotic figures
were occasionally seenin SVZ, white matter, and cortex (not
shown).
By 7 dpi, larger numbersof more complex, branching forms
had emergedin the cortex (Fig. 4). Thesebore the morphologies
of astrocytes (as discussedin Levison and Goldman, 1993).
However, less complex, unipolar and bipolar cells were still
readily seenat this time. For example, a unipolar cell with the
morphology of the progenitors in the SVZ was found in the
cortex 5 dpi (Fig. SC).
In the developing white matter 3.5 dpi, many X-gal labeled
cells displayed an immature, unipolar morphology. However,
othershad larger, round nuclei and only a smallamount of perinuclear cytoplasm (Fig. 3C). These cells bore fine processes,
which could not be easily resolved with the X-gal stain. We did
not observe cells with the complex, branchedmorphologiesof
those found in the cortex. Myelin sheathswere not detectableat
3.5 dpi. By 7 dpi, the white matter contained a more complex
mixture of cells. A few oligodendrocytesconnected to myelin
sheathshad developed(Fig. 40). Rows of “interfascicular” oligodendrocyteshad also formed (Fig. 40). Other cells, typically
in small groups,displayed the round perikarya of immatureoligodendrocytesand were surroundedby thin, blue processes(Fig.
40). Some processeswere clearly seen as connected to perikarya, others apparently not. We interpret these cells as early
myelinating oligodendrocytes, with a few thin processes,not
well resolvedwith the X-gal stain. Most of the early myelinating
and myelinating oligodendrocytesappearedin the white matter
lateral and medial to the SVZ. In contrast, immediately dorsal
to the SVZ, in the large expanseof white matter referred to as
the “cingulum,” X-gal labeledcells showeda lessmaturemorphology: large cell bodies, sparseperinuclearcytoplasm, round
or often indented nuclei, and few processes(Fig. 4C).
In summary, cells retained an immature morphology as they
migrated into white matter and cortex. In the cortex, the earliest
morphologically identifiable cells appearedto be astrocytic, with
multipolar shapesand blood vesselcontacts.We know from previous work that someSVZ cells develop into cortical oligodendrocytes (Levison and Goldman, 1993). However, at theseearly
times after injection, we were not able to identify morphologitally mature oligodendrocytesin the cortex. At all times during
the first week postinjection, labeled immaturecells were present
in cortex, and it is therefore likely that some of these would
have differentiated into oligodendrocytesat later times. In contrast, many labeled cells in the white matter displayed features
of immature oligodendrocytes, but not astrocytes, consistent
with our previous findings that SVZ cells preferentially differ-
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Figure 3. Location and morphologies of labeled cells 3.5 d postinfection. SVZ cells were labeled with BAG at PO-1 and brains processed 3Sd
later. Three 300 km thick sections, close to the injection site, from three separate brains are shown (1-3) (a total of five brains were examined).
A, Morphologies of two cortical cells with astrocytic morphology, with processes apposed to blood vessels. B, A cluster of cells near the pial
surface. C, Morphologies of a group of cells in subcortical white matter. D, Morphology of a radially oriented group of cells near the pial surface.

entiate into oligodendrocytes
in white matter (Levison
man, 1993; Levison et al., 1993).

and Gold-

Intermediatejlament expressionof retroviral labeled cells
Because many of the cells that migrated into the cortex soon
after infection appear to develop into astrocytes, we character-

ized the infected cells further with antibodies to nestin, vimentin,
and GFAP types of intermediate filament proteins. Experiments
were performed with double-label
indirect immunofluorescence
with antibodies to P-galactosidase
and to one of the filament
proteins. We chose for this analysis to examine brains at 5 dpi
when clusters of labeled cells at different stages of differentia-
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Location and morphologies

of labeled
cells
1 week
postinfection.
SVZ
cells
were
labeled
with
BAG
at
PO-1
and processed
I week
later. Consecutive
300
pm
sections
from
one
brain
(from
a total
of six) are shown,
with
each
dot
representing
a labeled
cell.
A, Morphology
of three
cortical

astrocytes, with processes contacting
vessels. B, Appearance of a group of
SVZ cells. C, Typical
morphologies
of
labeled
cells found
in the cingulum.
D,
Cells
with
the morphologies
of oligodendrocytes
were
found
in the white
matter
at this time. Mature,
myelinating
oligodendrocytes,
clusters
of “interfascicular”
oligodendrocytes, and early

myelinating

oligodendrocytes

are all

observed
(see text for detailed
descriptions).
Fewer
labeled
cells were seen in
this brain
than in the brains
depicted
in

Figure 3, presumably due to the variable nature of the numbers
of SVZ
cells initially infected.

tion were readily found. An example of such cortical clusters is
shown in Figure 5. The initially infected population of unipolar
cells in the SVZ did not bind any of the anti-filament antibodies
(Fig. 6, Table 1). Although both nestin and vimentin immunoreactivity were present in the SVZ at these early postnatal times,
the filaments were found in processes of cells that did not correspond to those of the retroviral labeled progenitors. Many of
the nestin+ and vimentin+
processes in the SVZ were aligned
in parallel, radial arrangements,
indicating
that they were expressed by radial glia, or subventricular
astrocytes with process-

es in the SVZ. Retroviral infected cells in white matter did not
bind any of the anti-intermediate
filament antibodies (Fig. 6,
Table I). Some of these white matter cells assumed the same
unipolar morphology
as SVZ cells, as noted above, or bipolar
forms, with processes aligned along the fiber tracts. The white
matter cells with larger, round nuclei, which we interpret as immature oligodendrocytes,
did not express any of the filaments.
In contrast to our observations in SVZ and white matter, we
did find infected cells in the cortex that expressed nestin and
vimentin (Fig. 6, Table I). All of the cortical cells that displayed
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Figure 5. Labeled cells colonizing the cortex 5 d postinfection. SVZ cells were labeled with BAG at PO-1 and brains were processed 5 d
postinfection. Sections were stained with X-gal and with the anti-vimentin antibody (using a peroxidase method). A, Low powerview of the cortex
in a section close to the injection site, showing several clusters of X-gal labeled cells, displaying a mixture of morpbologies, 41 X. B, Higher
magnification of details of these cells shown in A. Immature-appearing, unipolar cells coexist with more mature astrocytes, 412X. C, A unipolar
cell in the cortex. Its morphology is similar to cells found in the SVZ, 412X. D, An X-gal labeled bipolar cell in the cortex. The cell’s processes
are arranged so that each contacts a radial glial process; the cell body lies in between, 412X. E, Camera lucida drawings of three immature cells
in the cortex and radial glial processes nearby. Some of their processes show close alignment or contact with radial glial processes.

morphologiescontained detectablevimentin immunoreactivity (38/38 cells analyzed). Most, but not all,
were nestin+ (48/54 cells). The population of infected cells that
appearedmorphologically immature was more complex in its
filament expression.While many of the cortical unipolar and
bipolar cells did not expressfilament proteins, a few did (not
shown). We observed no GFAP immunoreactivity in labeled
cells, although perhapsthis is to be expected, since GFAP is
expressedlater than the vimentin in rodent CNS development
(Dahl et al., 1981; Schnitzer et al., 1981). GFAP immunoreactivity was readily detectable at this time, however (not shown).
Presumably,if we had waited longer, someof the B-gal+ cells
would have expressedGFAP (Levison and Goldman, 1993).
Immunostainingwith the antibody against vimentin also allowed us to visualize the spatial relationshipsbetween labeled
cells and radial glia. In a number of caseswe found close apposition of unipolar or bipolar cells in the cortex to vimentin+
radial processes(Fig. 5). In one example, a single cell contacts
two parallel radial glia, each of the cell’s processeslying on a
separateradial glia with the cell body resting in between (Figs.
5D,E).
multiprocess-bearing

Do the P-gal + SVZ cells develop into microglia?
We consideredthe possibility that the retrovirus was labeling
microglia either already presentin the SVZ region (Boya et al.,
1991; Ling and Wong, 1993) or derived from circulating blood

monocytes that invaded the CNS as a result of injury of the
injection. We analyzed the population of P-gal labeledcells for
the coexpressionof ED-l. ED-l is detectablein the “ameboid”
microglia in the early postnatalrat CNS (Flaris et al., 1993).We
found that none of the P-gal+ cells in the SVZ, white matter,
and cortex was positive for ED-l (Table 1, Fig. 7). We easily
observed a large numberof ED-l + cells in the brain parenchyma, especially in the white matter region above the SVZ and in
the subpial area. Most of the ED-1 + cells displayed a round
morphology, typical of ameboidmicroglia, while a few exhibited
a more elongatedshape.In the cortex, we also observedED- 1+
pericytes, which were also P-gal-negative (not shown). We detected the samepopulation of (P-gal-negative) microglial cells
using the isolectin Griffonia simplicifolia (B4), although this
staining was lighter than the one obtained with the ED-l antibody (not shown).
Discussion
Migration of glial progenitors from the SVi?
Recombinantretroviruses have allowed us to visualize patterns
of migration, morphologies,and antigenic profiles of the cells
that migrated from the forebrain SVZ. Our current observations
supportthe idea that postnatalglial progenitorsutilize radial glial
tracks to migrate, just as neuronal progenitors had done previously. First, the simple, unipolar morphology of cells that first
appear in white and gray matter is similar, if not identical, to
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Figure 6. Intermediate filament expression by retrovirus labeled SVZ cells and their progeny at 5 dpi. SVZ cells were labeled with BAG at PO-I and
brains processed for immunofluorescence 5 dpi. Coexpression of p-gal and each of the IF proteins was moniteted by double-label immunofluorescence.
A-F, P-gtivimentin double label. A and B, Progenitor pgal+ (A), but vimentin- (B), note the many vimentin+ processes, most viewed obliquely, in the
SVZ. C and D, Unipolar cell in white matter p-gal+ (C’), but vimentin- (0). Asterisk in D shows position of body of cell shown in C, again, note many
vimentin+ processes belonging to radial glia. E and F, Multiprocess cell in cortex is @-gal+ (I?). vimentinf (F); arrows in F represent two processes of
cell shown in E. G-N, j3-gaVnestin double label. G and H, ‘l’ko progenitors in the SVZ are @gal+ (G), nestin- (H); note nestin+ processes, most cut in
cross-section in this field. I and J, A bipolar cell in white matter is p-gal+ (I), but nestin- (J). Asterisk in J represents body of cell shown in I. K-N,
Multiprocess cells in the cortex are p-gal+ (K, M), nestin+ (I., N). 0 and P, A cluster of multiprocess cells, one of which is in plane of focus, is p-gal+
(0), GFAP- (P). The white matter in this brain showed many GFAF’+ astrocytes (not shown). All panels at 340X.
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Table 1. Immunofluorescence

analysis of retroviral

labeled cells

in vivo

SVZ cells
White matter
Unipolar/bipolar
Round
Cortex
Unipolar/bipolar
Complex

vim+/total
Peal +
O/46

Nestin+/

GFAP+/
total

ED-II
total

0165

0125

o/35

0112
015

O/IO
014

O/8
o/3

O/IO
015

6115
38138

4116
48154

O/4
0142

O/7
0130

total

SVZ cells were labeled with the BAG retrovirus
at PO and brains were processed for immunofluorescence
at 5 dpi as described in Materials and Methods.
Coexpression
of the retroviral
P-galactosidase
and each of the other markers
was monitored by double label immunofluorescence.
The data were expressed
as the number of double positive cells per total pgal+ cells examined. A total
of five brains were examined for vimentin and nestin and two for GFAP and
ED-I.

that of the migratory cells that leave the ventricular zone during
prenatal development (Austin and Cepko, 1990; Misson et al.,
1991a;Fishell et al., 1993; Walsh and Cepko, 1993). Thesecells
in prenatalbrain have beenassumedto be postmitotic, migrating
neuroblasts,but it is possiblethat someare glial progenitorsor
multipotential progenitors. Second, many of the unipolar and
bipolar, X-gal-labeled cells are radially aligned in the cortex,
and radially oriented groups were common. Third, labeledcells
were often aligned along radial glial pathways (Misson et al.

Figure
7. Retroviral labeled SVZ cells and
and brains processed 5 dpi. Coexpression of
express P-gal (A), but not ED-l (B). C and
matter are P-gal+ (E, G), but ED-I - (F, H).
brains. All panels at 340X.

1991a). SVZ cells migrated into the cortex just dorsal to the
SVZ and into and along the lateral white matter beforemigrating
into lateral cortex. This pattern of colonization of the cortex is
similar to that proposedfor neuronalmigration, basedupon thymidine labeling, in which cortical neuron progenitors migrate
laterally along white matter before turning into the cortex to
migrate radially (Bayer et al., 1991). Fourth, using time-lapse
video microscopy we have observed postnatal SVZ cells migrating along radial processesin a cell culture system(S. Newm&n, M. Zerlin, and J. E. Goldman, unpublishedobservations).
At very early time postinfection we observed few or no labeled cells in the dorso-lateral cortex, but this region became
populatedlater. It is possiblethat at theselater timesprogenitors
locatedin lateral white matter ascendinto the cortex alongradial
fibers. If that is the case, why progenitors do not move along
such a pathway immediately is unclear.However, tangentialdispersion of progenitors already present in the cortex may also
contribute to colonize the dorso-lateralregion. In fact, previous
studieson neuroblastmigration in viva (Walsh andCepko, 1988;
Gray and Sanes, 1991) and in living slices (O’Rourke et al.,
1992) have postulatedthe importanceof a tangential component
to neuroblastmigration. Our observationsof labeled glial progenitors with processescontacting two parallel radial glial processessuggeststhat glial progenitors may be able to disperse
tangentially by using adjacent radial processesto anchor themselves.
A few labeled cells had reachedpositions close to the pial
surfaceby 2.5 dpi. Assumingtheserepresentcells that integrated

their progeny do not express the microglial marker ED-l. SVZ cells were labeled with BAG at PO-1
P-gal and ED-l was assessed by double immunofluorescence. A and B, Two progenitors in the SVZ
D, A unipolar cell in white matter is P-gal+ (C), ED-l(D). E-H, Two round-oval cells in white
F and H also show round, ED-l + cells. The inset in H shows ED-l + cells in white matter in these
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Figrrrr 8. Diagram
of migrational
patterns of’ postnatal SVZ cells. This
simplified
diagram
depicts migrational
patterns of postnatal
SVZ cells
into neighboring
white matter (W&f), cortex, and striatum.
Most of’ the
migration
takes place in a coronal plane (see Levison et al., 1993). The
pattern is similar to that described
for the migration
of cells from germinal Lanes in the prenatal
CNS (Bayer
et al., 1991; Misson
et al.,
199 I a), with prominent
radial and lateral components.
Tangential
migration is also possible.
but is not noted on this figure.

the virus
within
SVZ also within
2 mm from
the
to have traveled
compares
closely

hours
after
injection
and emigrated
from
the
hours,
and given
that the pial surface is about
SVZ injection
site, these cells would
have had
at a minimum
rate of about
I mm/d.
This rate
with the average
rate of granule
cell migration

along radial glia in rjirro of 0.8 mm/d (Edmonson and Hatten,
1987) and of O-2A progenitors from optic nerve in culture on
poly-t-lysine
of 0.5 mm/d, with (transient) maximal rates up to
2.4 mm/d (Small et al., 1987). Migration rates along white matter tracts appear to be similar, since distances that labeled SVZ
cells had moved into lateral white matter were about the same
as distances moved into cortex. Figure 8 depicts in a simplified
summary form the pathways we believe postnatal SVZ cells take
as they colonize adjacent white matter, cortex, and striatum. We
have emphasized the radial and lateral components, but do not
exclude tangential migration as well.
Morphogenrsis

and blood

vessrl intemctions

during

tnigrution

Labeled cells that appeared in the cortex displayed a wide range
of morphologies.
At early times after injection, many of the cells
appeared unipolar, similar to the forms of SVZ cells. Because
these cells were observed over the first few days after injection,
we infer that these represent the earliest migrating forms. AIthough most labeled cells that had appeared in the cortex 2.53.5 dpi were simple in form, a few displayed a complex, multiprocess morphology,
indicating that morphological
differentiation to a multiprocess state can be accomplished
within 2 d.
Some of these also appeared to contact blood vessels, suggesting
an early stage of astrocyte differentiation.
The cells that contacted blood vessels at this early age did not show the highly
complex, multibranched
morphology seen in astrocytes of older
animals, however, suggesting that blood vessel attachment precedes the full elaboration
of a complex cell shape. Whether
blood vessel contact occurs at an early stage in astrocyte devel-
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opment from multipotential
progenitors and even whether blood
vessel contact plays a role in progenitor differentiation
into astrocytes needs to be explored in more detail.
By 7 dpi astrocytic cells with multiprocess.
branched morphologies had emerged. These were interspersed with cells of a
simpler morphology. Two phenomena could account for this heterogeneity. Since there is continuous emigration of labeled cells
out of the SVZ during the first week, one would expect to see
a mixture of cells in different stages of development, particularly
if glia do not populate
the neocortex
in a systematic,
laminar
fashion. Alternatively,
the rate at which cells differentiate may
vary, so that some remain immature in cortex while (related)
cells differentiate into astrocytes or oligodendrocytes.
The continued presence of immature cells is consistent with much previous data on the presence of dividing cells in the adult mammalian neocortex (Kaplan and Hinds. 1980). Furthermore. oligodendrocyte clusters in cortex appear to increase severalfold in
size from I month to 9 months, indicating continued generation
of glia from progenitors
(Levison
and Goldman.
unpublished
observations).
The transformation
of radial glia has been thought to account
for the generation of large numbers of astrocytes in cortex and
white matter in early postnatal life (Voigt. 1989: Misson et al..
1991 b). At no time did we see labeled radial glial forms, nor
did we in previous studies. Thus we conclude that astrocytes can
also be generated directly from the SVZ without a proximate
radial glial intermediate form (Levison and Goldman. 1993: Luskin and McDermott,
1994). During the first few days after retroviral injection, the cortex contained radially oriented. bipolar
and multipolar
labeled cells. These resemble what have been
described in Golgi and immunocytochemical
studies of developing cortex as “transitional”
forms between radial glia and the
astrocytic derivatives of radial glia (Choi and Lapham. 197X:
Schmechel and Rakic, 1979; Misson et al., 1988, I991 b). Yet
the X-gal labeled cells we observed originated in the SVZ and
did not arrive in the cortex through a radial glial intermediate.
Thus, it is possible that some of the “radial glial” and early
“astrocytic”
cells previously noted are really SVZ cells that had
migrated out into cortex and had begun to differentiate into astrocytes. Jt is unlikely that radial glia are not infected by retroviruses or that they suppress the reporter gene since Halliday
and Cepko (1992) did visuali/.e radial glia in striatum with prenatal injections of retrovirus, and Gray and Sanes (I 992) consistently labeled radial glia in the chick optic tectum. II is likely,
however, that existing radial glia are not mitotically active during the perinatal period when we injected the retrovirua.
Many previous studies have used light and electron microscopy and immunostains to characterize glial precursors. and by
studying the distribution
of transitional forms have inferred mgrational patterns (see for example: Vaughn, 1969: Paterson et
al., 1973; Skoff et al., 1976; Levine and Goldman,
Ic)XXa,b;
Reynolds and Wilkin, 1988; Skoff, 1990; Hardy and Reynolds.
I99 I; Fulton et al., 1992). The simple, X-gal-labeled
cells we
observed in the SVZ, developin, (7 white matter and cortex look
like the immature neuroectodermal
cells described in electron
micrographs (Vaughn, 1969; Privat and Leblond, 1972: Skoff et
al., 1976; Sturrock and Smart, 1980; LeVinc and Goldman.
198Xa,b). These cells resemble the process-bearing
GD3-ganglioside-labeled
cells present in immature white matter (Levine
and Goldman, 1988a,b; Reynolds and Wilkin, 1988; Hardy and
Reynolds, 1991). A population of large, round. irregular cells in
white matter also reacts with anti-GD3 antibodies (Levine and
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Goldman, 1988a; Reynolds and Wilkin, 1988; Hardy and Reynolds, 1991). As noted (Wolswijk,
1994), some of these cells are
likely to represent macrophages. The round, P-gal-t cells in developing white matter were ED-l negative. They displayed a
high nuclear:cytoplasmic
ratio and lacked the granular cytoplasm, characteristic of macrophages, and are morphologically
distinct from ameboid microglial
cells. We interpret these cells
to be glial progenitors (Fig. 7), most likely immature oligodendrocytes. These results, together with the fact that we only observe X-gal+ oligodendrocytes
and astrocytes in brain analyzed
four weeks postinjection
(Levison and Goldman, 1993; Zerlin,
unpublished observations) support the contention that we are not
labeling microglia or macrophages, but rather neuroectodermal
progenitors.
Intermediute

jilament

expression

We did not find vimentin expression in the labeled SVZ cells or
in the unipolar or bipolar cells in white matter, but only in cortical cells that exhibited a complex, multiprocess shape and in
a fraction of the simpler (unipolar or bipolar) cortical cells. Some
of these simple cells were clearly contacting the pial surface or
the wall of a blood vessel. This expression pattern is consistent
with previous studies of SVZ cells in situ (Levine and Goldman,
1988a) and of astrocyte development, which show vimentin expression prior to GFAP expression (Dahl et al., 1981; Schnitzer
et al., 198 1; Bovolenta et al., 1984). The fact that immature CNS
cells express vimentin in vitro (Raff et al., 1983; Hardy and
Reynolds, 199 1) may represent a response to culture conditions,
since vimentin gene expression is induced by exposure to serum,
platelet-derived
growth factor and phorbol esters through a cisregulatory element (Franke et al., 1979, Rittling et al., 1989; van
de Klundert et al., 1992). Vimentin RNA and protein levels are
reduced significantly in epithelial kidney cells forced to grow in
suspension (Ben-Ze’ev, 1984), suggesting that vimentin gene expression is controlled by signals generated by attachment of cells
to a substrate (or by the concerted effects of growth factors and
substrates).
We were also unable to detect nestin expression by retrovirallabeled progenitors either in the SVZ or in subcortical white
matter. We did observe strong nestin immunoreactivity
in these
regions, however, but it did not correspond to the B-gal labeled
cells, but rather mostly to radial glial processes, as originally
described (Hockfield
and McKay, 1985). Several reports have
used nestin as a marker to identify neuroectodermal
progenitors.
However, in most cases, neural tissues containing these progenitors have been established in culture in the presence of serum
or purified growth factors (Cattaneo and McKay, 1990; Reynolds et al., 1992; Stemple and Anderson, 1992). These in vitro
conditions may induce the expression of nestin by progenitors,
as has been reported for O-2A progenitors cultured in the presence of PDGF and basic FGF or B104 conditioned
medium
(Gallo and Armstrong, 1995). Nestin+ cells have been identified
in embryonic neural tube preparations
fixed immediately
after
tissue dissociation (Frederiksen and McKay, 1988). By this approach, the subpopulations
of neuroectodermal
progenitors cannot easily be distinguished
from other cell types (radial glia, for
example), which coexist with progenitors in the germinal zone.
A recent report by Gallo and Armstrong
(1995) used tissue
prints of neonatal rat brain to identify cells that were A2B5+
and nestinf. In contrast, the P-gal-labeled
unipolar and bipolar
cells that we found in white matter did not contain nestin. This
apparent discrepancy might be explained in several ways. (1)

The P-gal-labeled
cells in white matter may express lower levels
of nestin than is detectable under our experimental
conditions
(although we did observe strong nestin immunoreactivity
in radial glia and cortical, process-bearing
cells). (2) A small proportion of white matter glial progenitors express nestin, but we
failed to analyze enough cells to find them. (3) It is possible that
the tissue printed nestin+ bipolar cells were actually in the cortex and not in white matter. We did find a small proportion of
bipolar cortical cells containing nestin. (4) The A2B5+
cells
reported by Gallo and Armstrong (1995) may represent a different subset of progenitors than the ones we are detecting by
retroviral gene transfer.
Although
we were unable to detect nestin expression in labeled progenitors in SVZ or immature cells in white matter, we
did observe that the majority of the process-bearing
cells in the
neocortex did express this intermediate filament type. As in the
case of vimentin, nestin expression seems to be an early event
in the differentiation
of glial progenitors along an astrocyte pathway. Perhaps an increase in filaments is necessary for stabilization of major astrocyte processes during the early phases of
astrocyte differentiation.
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